
 

THE CAVALIER KING CHARLES SPANIEL CLUB OF CANBERRA 

November 11th 2017 

Judge:  Cesar Cortes (LONDONCOR) 

 

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES (3 entered, 1 absent) 

Excellent quality in these two bitches, both of them with correct construction and impressive 

movement, particularly considering their age 

1. GR CH/NEUT CH ELFKING IMOGINE PORRIDGE (Blenheim) 

9 ½ y/o well broken Blenheim bitch of great overall balance and shape. She scored high in head, 

with dark round eyes and soft expression. She has enough bone, a beautiful level top line and 

moved with purpose. When in movement she kept her head proud and ideal tail carriage. At her 

age she still enjoys the ring and never stopped wagging. I preferred her size and the nose 

pigment on the day. Best Veteran in Show. 

 

2. GR CH/NZ CH/NEUT CH INNESVEIL CLASSIC DESIGN (Blenheim) 

Another top quality Blenheim bitch with a lozenge and a beautiful outline. I liked her feminine 

head and correct overall balance. She looks very elegant and effortless when going around the 

ring, keeping her head high and a level top line. She was presented in good coat condition and 

has an excellent attitude in the ring. 

CLASS 1 – BABY PUPPY DOG (13 entered, 2 absent) 

 Excellent class, very encouraging to see good quality in the youngsters 

1. MATMOR SOCIETY HEIR  (Ruby)  

This young Ruby dog is already an eye catcher. His outline and reach on the move set him apart 

in his class. He also has a very pleasant head with large, dark and round eyes, very dark pigment 

and enough cushioning under the eyes. Lovely neck and top line, followed by a correct tail set 

and carriage. I think he has a very bright future in the show ring and he was my Best Baby Puppy 

in Show. 

 

2. CABROOK CODE BREAKER  (Blenheim)  

Very well broken Blenheim of glorious head, very large, dark and round eyes with the darkest of 

the pigment. Correct proportions between skull and muzzle, good filling under the eyes and high 

set ears. Lovely neck, balance front and back angles, good bone and ideal markings. 

 

 



 

 

3. BLACKTREE DIVINE DEZIGN (Blenheim)  

Blenheim of rich colour and attractive markings, lovely head and soft expression. I liked his flat 

skull, high set ears, round and large eyes and excellent pigment. He has an excellent tail carriage 

particularly considering his age. 

 

4. BLACKTREE DIVINE DEZIGN (Blenheim) 

5. CAVTOWN OLD GOLD ORIGINAL  (Ruby) 

CLASS 1A - BABY PUPPY BITCH  (16 entered, 1 absent) 
 

1. CAIREEN SAYMYNAME SAYMYNAME  (Blenheim)  

Feminine Blenheim bitch with a lozenge. Lovely high set ears, dark nose pigment and correct 

proportions between skull and muzzle. I liked her correct body proportions with a compact 

body, balance structure and excellent movement. Lovely reached of neck that falls into well laid 

back shoulders and a level top line. 

 

2. CAVTOWN DISTANT MEMORIES  (Black&Tan)  

B&T bitch with a lovely head, large round eyes, dark pigment in nose, high set ears and shallow 

stop. Excellent neck, well laid back shoulders and correct body proportions. Her front movement 

wasn’t as tidy as number 1, but this should improve once she matures and her ribs are 

completely sprung.  

 

3. MATMOR HIGH SOCIETY  (Ruby)  

Elegant Ruby bitch with appealing head, soft expression, dark pigment and correct ears set. I 

admired her lovely arched neck and her level top line and tail set. I just preferred the 

compactness in body of number 2. 

 

4. WANARC CHANTILLY LACE (Tricolour) 

5. ELVENHOME MISTY MOON  (Blenheim) 

CLASS 2 – MINOR PUPPY DOG  (5 entered, 0 absent) 

1. KASADECAV ARKHAMS E NYGMA  (Blenheim)  

Very promising and masculine Blenheim dog of lovely head and soft expression. I loved his 

compact body, arched neck and correct tail set and carriage. He is very balanced front and rear 

which allows him to move effortless around the ring covering enough ground and keeping his 

head high and top line steady.  With his correct outline and attractive (very rich) colour and 

markings, once this dog is fully mature he will be impossible to ignore in the show ring. One to 

watch. He was my Best Minor Puppy in Show. 

 

 



2. BELLJARI FRANKIE KISS THE GIRL  (Black&Tan)  

This B&T has a gorgeous head with dark and round eyes, flat skull and good filling under the 

eyes. I admired his good reached of neck, compact body and correct balance in front and rear 

angles. 

 

3. CHEVALOVE NEBRASKEN TREASURE (Blenheim)  

Blenheim of very rich chestnut colour and good overall balance and body proportions. Pleasant 

masculine head, high set ears and very dark nose pigment. I admired his beautiful outline when 

standing, well sprung ribs and enough bone. 

 

4. CHARGIA ABOUT TIME  (Tricolour) 

5. KABOB ONCE UPON A TIME 

CLASS 3 – PUPPY DOG  (7 entered, 0 absent) 

1. DAPSEN FLYING FIRST CLASS WITH ARYED  (Blenheim)  

This young Blenheim dog of rich chestnut colour has a gorgeous head and melting expression. 

He has very large, round and dark eyes, dark pigment in nose, shallow stop, flat skull and high 

set ears. When moving, he showed excellent reach and powerful drive from behind, yet elegant 

and effortless. Good reach of neck, enough bone and full of quality all over. I was happy to 

award him Best Puppy in Show. 

 

2. DAPSEN WHOS FOOLIN WHO  (Tricolour)   

Well broken Tricolour boy with dark pigment and large, dark and round eyes. I liked his body 

proportions, short coupled and well sprung ribs. He is a good mover and very clean when going 

and coming.  

 

3. CHEVALOVE ROYAL SOVERIGN (Blenheim)  

Balanced Blenheim that scored high on neck and overall construction. Pleasant head of dark 

pigment, large dark eyes and good cushioning under the eyes. I admired his arched neck, well 

laid back shoulders, level top line and strong rear with good turn of stifle. 

 

4. WINAWAY STEAL THE LIMELIGHT (Blenheim) 

5. CABROOK WAT A LEGEND (AI) (Blenheim) 

CLASS 4 – JUNIOR DOG  (7 entered, 0 absent) 

1. MATMOR REMY MARTIN  (Ruby)  

Very promising Ruby dog with a gorgeous masculine head, stunning dark and round eyes, high 

set ears and beautiful expression. Lovely dark pigment in the nose and lips. He is very compact 

in body, lovely arched neck, well sprung ribs, enough bone and level top line. He is still a young 

dog and the best is yet to come since the more he was in the ring the better he looked as his 

confidence grew as he settled down. I imagine he will be winning top prizes very soon. 



2. CH CARIBELLE ICY COLD BUT COOL (AI)  (Blenheim) 

Blenheim of rich chestnut colour and pleasant head. Dark pigment, shallow stop and high set 

ears. I admired his compactness of body, well sprung ribs, laid back shoulders and good turn of 

stifle. He has enough bone and his coat is of lovely silky texture. I just preferred the eyes of 

number 1.  

 

3. INNESVEIL LOVES DESIGN  (Blenheim)  

Very attractive Blenheim boy of beautiful head, dark pigment and lovely eyes. He is a really good 

mover particularly on profile where he keeps a steady top line, proud head and correct tail 

carriage. I also liked his overall shape and balance. He just needs to get a bit stronger at the back 

end, which he will once he finishes maturing. He was also presented in excellent coat condition 

by his handler. 

 

4. LOOKINGGLASS KINGSMAN  (Tricolour) 

5. COLOORA ICE MAKER  (Blenheim) 

CLASS 5 – INTERMEDIATE DOG  (10  entered, 0 absent) 

1. EDENRIDGE BLAZE OF GLORY (Blenheim)  

Heavily marked Blenheim with gorgeous head, beautiful round dark eyes, flat skull and high ears 

set that complete that melting expression. He also scored high in size, pigment and coat quality 

and texture. There is nothing exaggerated about this dog and he is full of quality all over.  

 

2. CH MATMOR COLOUR SERGEANT  (Ruby)  

Glamorous Ruby dog with attractive outline and correct overall balanced. He has a pleasant 

head with large round eyes and shallow stop. I admired his arched neck, well laid shoulders and 

lovely sprung ribs, and of course his beautiful silky and straight coat. I just preferred the size of 

my number 1. 

 

3. CH MARCAVAN SORCERERS SECRET (AI) (Tricolour) 

Well balanced Tricolour dog, with a gorgeous head, dark round eyes, flat skull, good cushioning 

under the eyes and shallow stop. He also scored in neck and body length and proportions. I liked 

his tail set and carriage.  

 

4. LOOKINGGLASS FIRE AND FLOOD  (Blenheim) 

5. BARAKAH FIERY LORD  (Ruby) 

CLASS 8 – LIMIT DOG  (9 entered, 1 absent) 

1. MARCAVAN LIVING THE DREAM (Blenheim)  

Well balanced Blenheim who scored high in movement, particularly when going around the ring. 

Lovely soft expression, dark pigment, arched neck and well laid back shoulders. He was outgoing 

and with a lively temperament.  



2. CABROOK WIZARD OF OZ (Blenheim)  

Heavily marked Blenheim of gorgeous head, large dark eyes, flat skull, high set and well feather 

ears that used to his advantage and that framed his soft expression. I particularly liked his size 

and top line.  

 

3. BLACKTREE FOREVER A REBEL (Blenheim)  

Gorgeous headed Blenheim with flat skull, lovely dark and round eyes, good cushioning under 

the eyes and very dark pigment that enhanced his soft expression. I admired his well laid 

shoulders and good turn of stifle. 

 

4. COLOORA BATTERIES NOT INCLUDED  (Blenheim) 

5. DAVENTRI WILD SPICE  (Blenheim)   

CLASS 10 – AUSTRALIAN BRED DOG  (6 entered, 1 absent) 

1. ELZMERE NOT MY FAULT IM WICKED (Tricolour)  

Tricolour dog very sound throughout. Nice head, shallow stop and high set ears. He scored on 

overall balance and movement. I liked his compact body, well sprung ribs, level top line and 

correct tail set and carriage.  

 

2. CH COLOORA DESIGNED BY TIME (Blenheim)  

Quality well broken Blenheim with lovely masculine head, very dark pigment and high set ears 

with plenty of feathering. I admired his arched neck, compact body and well laid shoulders that 

are balanced with his rear angles. 

 

3. CH DAPSEN MR JIVE  (Blenheim)   

Blenheim of ideal markings and plenty of coat. He scored on overall balance and correct 

movement. I liked his very dark pigment, flat skull and high set ears. 

 

4. CH CABROOK I’M A REBEL (Blenheim) 

5. CH CAVALIERLOVE COCKNEY CHAOS  (Blenheim) 

CLASS 11 – OPEN DOG  (9 entered, 1 absent) 

Class with plenty of quality for me to choose from 

1. SUP CH MATMOR A SCANDALOUS AFFAIR (Ruby)   

My start of the day. This beautiful Ruby dog is an outstanding mover, with a very impressive 

reach and powerful drive from behind. His outline is as impressive when standing as it is when 

moving, with a long arched elegant neck, perfect level top line and remarkable tail set and 

carriage. He also has a lovely head with gorgeous dark, large and round eyes, shallow stop and 

correct proportions between skull and muzzle. He was presented to perfection by his handler 



with plenty of straight and silky coat. His ring presence and showmanship make it hard to miss. I 

was delighted to award him the Challenge Certificate and Best In Show. 

 

2. CH CARIBELLE LOVE ME FORGET EM  (Blenheim)  

Well broken Blenheim who is brimming on quality with appealing head and sound throughout. 

Lovely head with flat skull, high set ears with plenty of feathering and good pigment. He scored 

high in top line and tail set and carriage. I also admired his compact body, well sprung ribs and 

substance. When moving he was very clean going and coming and kept a steady top line. I was 

happy to award him Reserve CC and Runner Up.  

 

3. SUP CH DAPSEN FLYING HIGH  (Blenheim)   

Blenheim of ideal markings and the richest chestnut colour. He has a lovely arched neck, correct 

sprung ribs, well laid shoulders which are balanced with his good turned of stifle. I admired the 

quality of his coat and presentation, and he was also true when going and coming. 

 

4. CH/NZ CH INNESVEIL CLASSIC LOVER  (Blenheim)  

5. CH ELZMERE IN THE RAW (Tricolour)  

CLASS 2A – MINOR PUPPY BITCH  (10 entered, 0 absent) 
  

Another lovely class with lots of quality 

1. DAPSEN MIRROR MIRROR  (Blenheim)   

Blenheim with ideal markings and who excelled on overall balance and movement. She has a 

lovely head for her age with beautiful large, round and very dark eyes, flat skull, good cushioning 

under the eyes and high ear set. She is very feminine yet she has enough substance. When 

moving she was true going and coming and showing an excellent reach on the side. Her top line 

was level at all times and she never stopped wagging.  

 

2. LEISUREVIEW HUGS AND KISSES  (Tricolour)  

Well broken Tricolour bitch with very appealing head and overall proportions. She scored high 

on shape and balance. I particularly liked her well sprung ribs and the compactness in her body, 

this being a quality that is sometimes hard to find. She is still very young and needs a bit more 

confidence while in the ring, but her soundness and shape makes her a promising one. 

 

3. MARCAVAN DREAM CATCHER (Blenheim) 

Another Blenheim with gorgeous markings and lovely overall shape. She has a nice head piece 

with round and dark eyes, very dark nose pigment and lovely shallow stop. She moved nicely 

around the ring and kept a steady top line. I just preferred the compactness in body of number 1 

and 2, but she is still full of quality. 

 

4. WOODHAY JAMEKA (AI)  (Blenheim) 



5. MATMOR JUST THE WAY YOU ARE (Black&Tan) 

CLASS 3A – PUPPY BITCH  (9 entered, 1 absent) 
 

1. DAPSEN A CLASS ABOVE  (Blenheim)   

Outstanding feminine Blenheim with gorgeous outline and overall balance. She has an exquisite 

head piece with large and dark eyes, the darkest of the pigment and good cushioning under her 

eyes, all these giving her a soft and melting expression. She was positive on the move always 

holding a level top line and showing sufficient reach and drive.  

 

2. BLACKTREE HOT FOR TROUBLE  (Blenheim)  

Feminine Blenheim of good size and shape, beautiful round dark eyes giving her a gentle 

expression. I admired her compact body, very rich chestnut colour and dark pigment. She has 

well laid shoulders and that are in good balance with her rear angles. 

  

3. ELVENHOME MARIGOLD  (Blenheim)  

Balanced and compact bitch with an appealing head and expression, dark pigment and high ears 

set. I liked her reached of neck that falls into well laid shoulders. Her tail needs to settle down a 

bit. 

 

4. KANDCCAMO BAILEYS ON ICE (Ruby)   

5. DABENVILLE GLITTER IN THE AIR  (Blenheim) 

CLASS 4A – JUNIOR BITCH  (13 entered, 5 absent) 
 

1. ELVENHOME MADRIGAL  (Blenheim)  

A neatly made young bitch with good tail set and carriage.  Excellent mover with good reach 

while keeping her head proud and a steady top line. Never stopped wagging. Appealing head 

with soft expression. Well balanced.  

 

2. BRIMARVAN GARDEN OF EDEN  (Blenheim)  

I was splitting hairs between one and two. Lovely head with shallow stop and flat skull. I liked 

her compact body and well sprung ribs. She just needs to be a bit more confident in the ring but 

she is full of quality. 

 

3. CARIBELLE ARCTIC WHISPER (AI)  (Tricolour)  

Well broken Tricolour with lovely eyes, flat skull, dark nose and good reach of neck. She has well 

balanced front and rear angles, lovely round ribs and compact body.  

 

4. DAVENTRI SUGAR AND SPICE  (Blenheim)   

5. BLACKTREE SCENE STEELA  (Blenheim) 



CLASS 5A – INTERMEDIATE BITCH  (16 entered, 2 absent)  

Lovely class with plenty of high quality bitches in it 

1. DAPSEN BLONDES ARE TROUBLE (Blenheim)  

Blenheim bitch who did not jump out at me at first glance but after table examination my 

interest grew and her outline and overall balance continually drew my attention. She has lovely 

dark and round eyes & dark and shallow stop. I liked her bone, round ribs and level top line. She 

was very clean when going and coming with perfect tail set and carriage. 

 

2. CH KONAVAN PROUD N SASSY (Blenheim)  

Well broken Blenheim with a lozenge, spot on for size with adequate bone. Proper angulation 

front and rear that allows her freedom of movement and a steady top line. I admired her round 

and large eyes and high ear set. Her markings are of rich colour and she has a lovely arched to 

neck. 

 

3. BLACKLASH SCANDAL IN BLUE (Ruby)  

Ruby bitch of beautiful head piece with mellow eyes and rich colour. Flat skull and ideal muzzle 

length. Nice size. Good body shape and proportions with complimentary angles front and rear. 

Presented in good coat condition. 

 

4. CH DAVENTRI PURE ADDICTION  (Blenheim)   

5. INNESVEIL LOVE SPELL  (Blenheim) 

 
CLASS 8A – LIMIT BITCH  (16  entered, 3 absent) 
 

1. CARIBELLE SHEEZ NO LADY  (Blenheim)  

This bitch has a stunning head with everything in the right place and proportions that gives her a 

soft expression. She also has the outline that I was seeking with neck, shoulders, topline and tail 

set blending into a clean sweep. One of the cleanest movements on the day when going and 

coming. She was my Reserve CC. 

 

2. DAPSEN BOOM BANG A BANG (Blenheim)  

Blenheim with very attractive outline, lovely round dark eyes and dark pigment. She is a good 

mover keeping her head proud, steady top line and correct tail carriage. Her ears could have a 

bit more feathering and this will enhance her lovely expression. 

 

3. RETRAC HOLLYWOOD STARLET  (Blenheim)  

This ultra-feminine Blenheim is full of quality with a gentle expression and beautiful large and 

dark eyes. I liked her well broken coat of straight and silky texture, lovely arched to neck and 



level top line. She just needs to gain more confidence while in the ring and she will be winning 

top prizes. 

 

4. BELLJARI AFTER THE FIRE  (Ruby) 

5. DAPSEN HER ROYAL CRAZZINESS  (Blenheim)   

CLASS 10A – AUSTRALIAN BRED BITCH  (12 entered, 3 absent) 
 

1. CH DAPSEN WRECKING BALL (Blenheim)  

This well balance Blenheim is very sound and unexaggerated, excellent construction with 

elegant profile and ideal markings. She has an attractive head with soft and expressive dark eyes 

with the softest gentle expression.  She filled my eye quite easily for her qualities and 

movement, and I was happy to award her the Challenge Certificate and Best Opposite Sex in 

Show.  

 

2. CH MATMOR QUEEN OF JAZZ  (Ruby)  

Ruby, of excellent body proportions and well angulated in the front and rear. I liked her top line, 

lovely arched neck, round ribs and compact body. Her ears could get a bit more feathering and 

this will enhance her soft expression. 

 

3. CH CABROOK COCKNEY AFFAIR (Blenheim)  

This Blenheim bitch has ideal markings, rich chestnut colour and a stunning head and 

expression.  Full bodied with good ribs and well-turned stifles. She just wasn’t as clean when 

going and coming as one and two. 

 

4. ELFKING MISS MOLLY TUDOR (Tricolour) 

5. BLACKTREE TOUCH OF A REBEL (Blenheim) 

CLASS 11A – OPEN BITCH  (3 entered, 0 absent) 
 

1. CH ELVENHOME MY FUNNYVALNTYNE  (Blenheim)   

Lovely Blenheim bitch very well constructed and unexaggerated. I liked her rich chestnut 

markings on pearly white background. She was shown on sufficient coat and moved well & 

elegantly in all directions, particularly when going and coming.  She has a level topline, well laid 

back shoulders, nicely arched neck and lovely feminine head with large dark eyes. 

 

2. SUP CH MATMOR SECRET SOCIETY (Black&Tan)   

B&T with a very impressive outline, stunning head and lovely melting expression. Dark large 

eyes and well placed ears, nicely arched neck, good spring of rib, moderately boned front & rear 

legs. When moving she was a bit unsettled but very gay and full of energy. 

 



3. CH AVONLIER CARAMEL DELITE  (Ruby)  

Cobby Ruby bitch of pleasing head, dark and round eyes, nicely arched neck that blends into a 

level topline. She has lovely silky coat of correct colour and texture. 

CLASS 18 – NEUTER DOG  (1 entered, 0 absent) 
 

1. NEUT CH CAVALRITE SIR LANCELOT (Black&Tan)  

B&T boy of appealing head and expression. I liked his overall balance and shape, with nice 

arched to neck and a steady top line.  I was very impressed with his very straight and silky coat, 

particularly considering that this lovely boy is neutered and sometimes it changes the coat 

colour and texture. I awarded him Best Opposite Neutered  

CLASS 18A – NEUTER BITCH  (3 entered, 1 absent) 
 

1. GR CH/NEUT CH ELFKING IMOGINE PORRIDGE (Blenheim) 

Best Neutered in Show. See class “Veteran Sweepstakes” 

2. GR CH/NZ CH/NEUT CH INNESVEIL CLASSIC DESIGN  (Blenheim) 

See class “Veteran Sweepstakes” 
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